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+19789482761 - https://rowley-house-of-pizza-pizza-restaurant.business.site

On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Rowley House of Pizza from Rowley. Currently, there
are 20 dishes and drinks up for grabs. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the restaurant owner

directly. You can also contact them through their website. What Simeon Spencer likes about Rowley House of
Pizza:

this is our favorite pizza place. we come here at least twice a month. the price for the special pizza its really good
and they are huge pizzas and amazing aromas. they had other items such as subs, other plates and calzone

(you can feed 2 3 people) the staff is very friendly and with the purchase of two large pizzas they get a free 2 liter
of their choice. they definitely recommend this pizza place when they are in... read more. The restaurant is

accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physical limitations, Depending on the weather
conditions, you can also sit outside and have something. What Antoinette Wiegand doesn't like about Rowley

House of Pizza:
terrible. After a long week we decided to order pizza on Thursday evening to make the things easier. so we

called the always inconsistente rowley house of pizza in rowley, massachusetts. ordered a large paprika and
sausage, cheese bread, sandwich and salat $45). delivered after 45 minutes waiting. when he called and

complained that the pizza was not cooked, the person on the phone told my man that they check the colo... read
more. For quick hunger in between, Rowley House of Pizza from Rowley offers fine sandwiches, small salads,

and other treats, as well as cold and hot beverages, Also, you shouldn't miss out on the delicious pizza,
traditional freshly baked in a wood oven.
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Mai� course�
TOPPINGS

Sandwic�, Bagel�, Burger
BLT

Chicke� dishe�
CHICKEN FINGERS

Imbis�
CURLY FRIES

Ca�on�
CALZONE

Turkis� specialtie�
BAKLAVA

Chicke�
CHICKEN PARM

BUFFALO CHICKEN

P�z�
CHEESE PIZZA

PEPPERONI PIZZA

PIZZA SPECIAL

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

MEAT

HADDOCK

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
WRAP

TURKEY

PIZZA

ROAST BEEF
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Opening Hours:
Tuesday 11:00-21:00
Wednesday 11:00-21:00
Thursday 11:00-21:00
Friday 11:00-21:00
Saturday 11:00-21:00
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